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Luennon yhteenvetomateriaali
• Liikunta ja Tiede lehti
• For more comprehensive summary on physical
activity and mortality, see: Kujala UM. Is
physical activity a cause of longevity? It is not
as straightforward as some would believe. A
critical analysis. Br J Sports Med 2018;52:914918. https://bjsm.bmj.com/content/52/14/914.long
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Risk of premature death ↑
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There are three important components which should be considered when evaluating
whether exercise participation includes severe health risks:
1) What kind of exercise (type and intensity) you are starting?
2) Your previous exercise activity level?
3) Do you have chronic diseases or symptoms which tell about increased heart attack
risk?
• Majority of individuals can safely take up walking, and light to moderate exercise is
usually fine for healthy adults with no symptoms (need for medical screening may be
a barrier for starting physical activity). But it is wise to talk with a health care
professional if there are any health-related questions or a plan to start vigorous
exercise among those who have not been active recently.
• Aged individuals with walking and balance difficulties indicated by repeated falls need
special attention!?
• Cardio-metabolic risk factor screening is recommendable, but these risk-factors are
not strong predictors of exercise-related complications.

RR of death by exercise capacity

From: Myers J et al. NEJM 2002;346:793-801.

Observational follow-ups:
PA and risk of death – dose-response
relationship
• Systematic review and meta-analysis of observational
studies by Löllgen et al. Int J Sprts Med 2009:
Compared to only mildly active groups, adjusted analyses
showed 19% lower risk of death among moderately active
men and 24% lower risk among the most active men, the
corresponding values being 24% and 31% for women.
• The risk difference between the physical activity levels
depends on how the cut-points for physical activity
frequency, intensity or volume are set.
• Among vigorously physically active the magnitude of
risk plateaus or turns to U-shaped in very high
volumes.

Leisure Time Physical Activity and Mortality, A Detailed Pooled Analysis of the Dose-Response Relationship
JAMA Intern Med. 2015;175(6):959-967. doi:10.1001/jamainternmed.2015.0533

Hazard Ratios (HRs) and 95% CIs for Leisure Time Moderate- to Vigorous-Intensity Physical Activity and Mortality
The dose-response curve and category-specific HR estimates of exercise levels compared with the federally recommended
minimum of 7.5 metabolic equivalent (MET) hours per week. Models were stratified by cohort and use age as the underlying time
scale. The model was adjusted for sex, smoking (never, former, current, or missing), alcohol (none, <15 g/day, 15 to <30 g/day, or
≥30 g/day), educational level (dropout, high school, post–high school training, some college, college graduate, postcollege, or
missing), marital status (married, divorced, widowed, single, or missing), history of cancer, history of heart disease, and body mass
index (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared) (<18.5, 18.5 to <25.0, 25.0 to <30.0, 30.0 to <35.0, or
≥35.0).The dotted line between categories illustrates an assumed dose-response curve rather than individual data points.
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The association between walking and all-cause mortality in men and women.

M Hamer, and Y Chida Br J Sports Med 2008;42:238-243
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Randomized controlled intervention
studies on PA/exercise & mortality
• No study showing that exercise extends life
expectancy
• The results of the promising Generation 100
Study which has randomised 1567 selected (22%
of invited participants randomised) older
individuals to exercise training versus control
groups with the primary aim to evaluate the
effects of 5 years of exercise training on mortality
will be of interest. (Stensvold D et al. Study
protocol. BMJ Open 2015;5:e007519.)

Large RCTs
• LIFE Study; 1635 sedentary individuals aged 70–89
years; aerobically based, moderately intensive physical
activity programme was not associated with reduced
cardiovascular events although the intervention was
effective in preventing mobility disability (Newman et
al. JAMA Cardiol 2016;1:568-74).
• Look AHEAD Study; 5145 overweight or obese patients
with type 2 diabetes; combination of increased physical
activity and improved diet intervention, reported a
difference in fitness between the intervention and
control groups, but no difference in cardiovascular
events (Wing et al. NEJM 2013;369:145-54).

Exercise-based interventions and total mortality among patients with coronary heart disease:
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Exercise-based rehabilitation for heart failure
(A) Pooled all cause mortality for trials up to 12 months follow up.

>12 mo

Viral A Sagar et al. Open Heart 2015;2:e000163
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Occupational physical activity
• In addition, non-discretionary occupational PA is not
consistently associated with a reduced risk of death.
• There are differing selection issues likely explaining
some of the difference between the associations
between the leisure-time PA and occupational PA with
mortality risk.
• There are also physiological differences between the
most common types of leisure-time and occupational
PA, which may partly explain the differences between
the associations with mortality.
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activity and risk of death
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Figure modified from: Kujala UM. BJSM 2018;52:914-918

Laukkanen & Kujala JACC 2018; modified from: Kujala UM. BJSM 2018;52:914-918.

Genetic background and lifespan
• Animal model of intrinsic aerobic capacity
• HCR (High-capacity runner)
• LCR (Low-capacity runner)

Maximal running distance of HCR/LCR rats from
generations 0 to 28: “Violin-plots" for individual
Generations. Yellow oval represents the founder
population (NIH:H).
Modified from Ren et al. 2013.

High intrinsic aerobic capacity >>
Long lifespan
Read more: Koch L G et al.
Circulation Research 2011;109:1162-1172

Results: Rats
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The pool of LCR and HCR
runner rats had
an increased risk of death
compared to
control groups:
HR 2.1 (95% CI 1.3 to 3.4),
p<0.001.
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The finding persisted after
adjustment for strain,
age at randomization and
body weight at 9 months:
HR 2.3 (95% CI 1.4-3.6),
p<0.001
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Karvinen et al. Scientific Reports 2015;5:18259

Pairwise HRs of death among DZ and MZ twin pairs discordant for
vigorous physical activity in 1975 & 1981 and healthy at baseline
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TWINACTIVE study; Leskinen & Kujala. Twin Res & Human Genetics 2015;18:266-272.

BUT co-twin control designs show other benefits of physical activity:

Hospital care in twin pairs
discordant for sedentariness
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Physically inactive behaviour
is associated with increased
need for hospital treatments,
even after genetic and other
confounding factors are
taken into account.
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Kujala et al. Am J Public Health 1999;89:1869-1872.

Yhteenveto
• Lisääkö liikunta elinvuosia? Vastaus:???
• …vaiko (toimintakykyä ja) vauhtia
elinvuosiin? Vastaus: Kyllä vaan.
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